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1 Introduction and summary
Recently there has been considerable progress in the oscillator formalism analysis [1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] of vacuum string eld theory (VSFT) [13, 1, 14, 15], which is a candidate
string eld theory expanded around the tachyon vacuum of bosonic open string theory. The
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
; (1.1)
with the BRST operator Q given by the following purely ghost one, respecting that there is


















In the oscillator formulation of VSFT, there appear innite dimensional matrices and vectors
in the three-string vertex dening the -product of two string elds. Explicitly, the matter






















































































































































These matrices and vectors satisfy various linear and non-linear identities [16, 17] which are
summarized in appendix A. In particular, the matricesM

are all commutative to each other.
Similar matrices and vectors appear also in the ghost part of the three string vertex. We
denote them by adding tilde to the corresponding one in the matter part.
In order for VSFT to really make sense, we have to show the following two:

In this paper, we adopt a dierent convention concerning the center-of-momentum p from that used in















) with n  1.
1
 There is a classical solution 	
c
of VSFT describing a D25-brane, namely, the perturbative
open string vacuum with tachyonic mode. The energy density E
c
of this solution relative
to that of the trivial one 	 = 0 must be equal to the D25-brane tension T
25
, and the
uctuation modes around 	
c
must reproduce the open string spectrum.
 VSFT expanded around 	 = 0 describes pure closed string theory despite that the
dynamical variable of VSFT is a open string eld.
Challenges toward the rst problem have been done both by the oscillator method using
the Neumann matrices and the geometric method using the boundary conformal eld theory
(BCFT) [14, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24]. In the oscillator approach, the classical solution j	
c
i is

























is reduced to an algebraic equation for the matrix T , which is solved by using the identities
of appendix A [25, 1]. The solution obtained this way has been identied [1, 10] as the
sliver state constructed in the BCFT approach [26]. Then, our next task is to construct
uctuation modes around 	
c
. This is necessary also for the potential height problem, namely,




= 1, since the tension is given in terms of the open string











). In [2], the
tachyon uctuation mode 
t





















i which is parameterized by a vector t. This
vector t as well as the tachyon mass m
2
t








being the BRST operator around 	
c
. Owing again to the identities among the





have been found, we can answer the question of whether the tachyon mass
is the expected one, m
2
t




= 1. These two physical quantities
(we call them observables) are expressed in terms of the matrices M

and the vectors v

. In








given in terms of quantities (denoted G and H in [2]) which vanish if we naively use the non-
linear identities of appendix A, implying absurd results m
2
t





The vanishing of these quantities G and H can be ascribed to the fact that the eigenvalues
of the matrix M
0
are doubly degenerate between twist-even and odd eigenvectors, and the
cancellation occurs between the contributions of degenerate eigenvalues. However, since this
degeneracy is violated at the end of the eigenvalue distribution M
0
=  1=3, and in addition
since G and H are singular at M
0
=  1=3, a careful treatment by using the level number
2
cut-o regularization leads to nite and non-vanishing values of G and H. This phenomenon
that a quantity vanishing naively due to twist symmetry (eigenvalue degeneracy) can in fact
gain a non-vanishing value has been called \twist anomaly" in [4].
Another important progress concerning the observables in VSFT is that the eigenvalue
problem of the matricesM





























































is uniform extending from  1 to 1. The eigenvalues of K
1
in the level
cut-o regularization have also been found.
The values of the observables in VSFT were calculated rst numerically [2, 4], and later
analytically [18] by using the results of [7]. They were also calculated using the BCFT method
in [19]. The result is that m
2
t
is equal to the expected value of  1, but we have a strange








' 2:0558. Concerning this problem, a
critical observation has been made in [19]. In the analysis of [2, 4, 18], the wave equation
for the tachyon mode 
t
are implicitly considered in the Fock space of rst-quantized string









jpi are demanded to vanish to give m
2
t







(p), which is a quantity constituting the kinetic term of the tachyon eld, no





= 1. They claimed that this is the reason why we get a wrong








= 1, was successfully
derived in [24] by introducing a non-linear component expansion of the string eld. It is
interesting to clarify whether the ratio problem can still be resolved by using the conventional
linear expansion.
The purpose of this paper is to reexamine the construction of the classical solution 	
c
and
the tachyon wave function 
t
by considering their equations (1.6) and (1.7) in the sliver space,










i. This is necessary since
the tachyon and vector uctuation modes around 	
c
are in the sliver space [2, 19]. First, we
shall consider how precisely our classical solution 	
c
and the tachyon wave function 
t
satisfy
(1.6) and (1.7), respectively. In the analysis of twist anomaly, it has been important to refrain
3
from freely commuting the matrices and using non-linear identities. Such manipulations lead




, we had to carry out these
potentially invalid operations. We nd that both (1.6) and (1.7) are \innitesimally violated"




in the level cut-o regularization.
Then, we study the eects of the violations. The violation of the equation of motion (1.6) is
invisible so long as we consider (1.6) in the Fock space. However, we meet non-vanishing eects
of the violation once we consider the inner product of (1.6) with the sliver space elements of


























i = 0: (1.11)
Second, there is no unique normalization factor of 	
c
common to all hsliverj. We shall carry
out similar analysis also for the tachyon wave equation. We see how the innitesimal violation











it non-vanishing at the expected tachyon on-shell p
2
= 1; a phenomenon pointed out by [19]
using the BCFT arguments.
We also reexamine the potential height problem by considering both (1.6) and (1.7) in
the sliver space. We present an argument which is rather kinematical and needs no explicit









) ' 1:2348 even if we consider the equations in the
sliver space.





in the oscillator approach [2, 4, 18]. Rather the problem has become even
larger and more complicated by the present analysis. However, our observation here that the
equation of motion in the sliver space, eq. (1.11), cannot be satised for all hsliverj reminds us
of an interesting proposal of [24] that the string eld 	 in VSFT needs a kind of non-linear
representation.
y
Namely, the space of  is restricted to the sliver space and expanded around









where the summation is running over the sliver space states and the component elds '
i
are
not all independent; some of '
i
are expressed non-linearly in terms of other and independent




, : : : of the excitations j1 i, j2 i, : : : depend on one another
in [24]). If we could choose the normalization factor of 	
c
in such a way that (1.11) holds
y
There is another dierent point between the expression of uctuation modes of ours and that of [24]. As
has been shown in [19], our tachyon wave function corresponds to a local insertion of a tachyon vertex operator
on the sliver surface states in the BCFT language. On the other hand, the vertex operator is integrated along
the surface in the tachyon wave function of [24].
4
for all hij corresponding to independent '
i
, the problem concerning (1.11) would be resolved





since the kinetic term of the tachyon eld has additional contributions from terms
linear in '
i
which are not independent. This proposal may be interpreted as the string eld
 being a constrained one. If this is the case, it is interesting to consider its relevance to the
problem of whether VSFT around  = 0 describes a pure closed string theory.
The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows. In sec. 2, we examine the in-
nitesimal violation of the equation of motion of 	
c
and its eects in the sliver space. In
sec. 3, we present a similar analysis for the wave equation of the tachyon mode 
t
. In sec. 4,
the potential height problem is studied by considering both the equation of motion and the
wave equation in the sliver space. In appendix A, B and C, we present various formulas and
technical details used in the text.
2 Reexamining classical solution
In this section, we shall rst summarize the oscillator construction of the D25-brane classical
solution 	
c
of VSFT and then examine whether 	
c
can be a solution even if we consider the
inner product of the equation of motion with sliver space states.
2.1 Oscillator construction of the solution
The D25-brane solution in VSFT is a translationally and Lorentz invariant classical solution
	
c








It has been claimed that such solution 	
c









is the normalization factor and the squeezed state jS(T )i is given by
































The matrices T and
e




T . For the sake of
notational simplicity and since we are mainly interested in the matter part, we have omitted
5
eT as an argument of j	
c
i and jSi. Since the three-string vertex jV
123
i is also of the squeezed
state form, the star product S(T )  S(T ) is again a squeezed state and is given explicitly by








Q(T )jS(T ? T )i; (2.4)
where the new matrix T ? T on the RHS is dened by































Q(T ) on the RHS of (2.4) acting on jS(T ? T )i is
b














































Therefore, our task of obtaining the solution 	
c
has been reduced to rst solving the matrix
equation
T = T ? T; (2.9)
for T , and then determining the normalization factor N
c
and the coeÆcient f in the BRST
operator Q (1.2) in such a way that the equation of motion (2.1) holds. Assuming the com-
mutativity [T;M

] = 0 and using the non-linear relations among M

given in appendix A, in











































As a solution to (2.11), the following T
C




















The equations and the solution for the ghost part matrix
e
T are quite parallel to those for T
[2]. Finally, the normalization factor N
c
















and the coeÆcient f in Q
B










The reason of the superscript \Fock" in N
Fock
c
(2.13) will become clear in the next subsection.
2.2 Equation of motion in the sliver space
One might think that the algebraic construction of the solution 	
c
summarized in the previous
subsection is quite perfect. It is, however, a non-trivial problem in what sense the equation of







i = 0; (2.15)








j0i. However, the inner product of the









(we call such space the sliver space hereafter) is a non-trivial quantity. First, let us consider






) = 0: (2.16)
Taking into account that the sliver state on the RHS of (2.4) is that associated with the










and forgetting (2.9) for the moment, we see that the
normalization factor N
c
































Before examining whether the ratio (2.17) is equal to one, let us next consider the inner













































































T for the ghost part matrix is dened by (2.5) with all the matrices includingM

replaced
by the tilded ones.
7
From (2.19), the inner product of the equation of motion with, for example, the sliver space






























































Of course, the ratio (2.17) is equal to one and the RHS of (2.20) vanishes if we naively










T , which are the equations determining T and
e
T .
However, a careful analysis is necessary for them since the matrix T
C
(2.12) has eigenvalue  1
at the end of its eigenvalue distribution [ 1; 0] [4, 5, 7], and each term in (2.17) and (2.20) is
singular there. This implies that we have to introduce a regularization which lifts the smallest
eigenvalue of T
C
from the dangerous point  1.
Here, let us adopt the regularization of cutting-o the size of the innite dimensional
matricesM

and the vectors v

to nite size (LL) ones. This is the regularization we used
in calculating observables (twist anomaly) of VSFT [2, 4, 18], and the following analysis for




are expressed in terms of a single innite dimensional matrix K
1





=  1=3) corresponds to K
1









Since the neighborhood of K
1
= 0 is important for (2.17) and (2.20), let us
expand M


































































By the present regularization, the dangerous eigenvalue  1 of T
C
is lifted by an amount of
order 1= lnL [7, 18].








no longer satisfy the non-linear identities
given in appendix A. This implies that the equation (2.9) determining T is not exactly satised
x
If we adopt the regularization of replacing K
1








remain commutative to each other and hence all twist anomalies in VSFT vanish identically.
8
by the regularized T
C
. For studying the eects of this violation of (2.9), let us consider the
expansion of T ? T in powers of K
1
. Namely, we substitute (2.21), (2.22) and
T '  1 + T; (2.24)
with T being of order K
1
into the original denition (2.5) of T ? T , and calculate it to order
K
1
by keeping the ordering of the matrices. The details of the calculation is given in appendix
B, and the result is




























and T should be regarded as cut-o ones. Eq. (2.25) is valid for any T of order
K
1




































Although the violation of (2.9) we have found here is innitesimal since we are considering
the range of innitesimal eigenvalues of K
1
of order 1= ln L [7, 18], it can give nite eects
on (2.17) and (2.20). First, the RHS of (2.20) is nothing but of the form of twist anomaly in
VSFT discussed in [4, 18]. It vanishes naively and has degree of singularity three if the vectors























1  1 0 1 1
Table 1: Degrees of singularity for various quantities.



































See [4, 18] for the degree of singularity in the calculation of twist anomalies. We present it in table 1 for
various quantities. If the degree of singularity of a quantity is less than three, naive manipulations using the
non-linear identities are allowed. Twist anomaly is a quantity which has degree of divergence equal to three
and vanishes if we use the non-linear identities.
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As we experienced in the analysis of twist anomaly, this is indeed nite and non-vanishing for








As for the ratio (2.17) we do not know whether a similar treatment of taking only the most













can correctly reproduce the original value. However, there is no reason to believe that the
ratio can keep the value one even though it is non-trivial near K
1
= 0. Numerical analysis of
the ratio also supports a value largely deviated from one [2].
Let us summarize the observations made in this subsection. The sliver state solution
	
c







(2.13) satises the equation of motion in
the Fock space, (2.15). However, this 	
c
(T ) does not satisfy the equation of motion in the





given by (2.17), for which the inner product
of the equation of motion with 	
c
(T ) itself vanishes, the inner products with other sliver space
states fail to vanish in general. Namely, there exists no universal N
c
for which the equation
motion holds in the whole sliver space.
The origin of this trouble concerning the classical solution is the fact that T
C
innitesimally
violates the basic equation T = T ? T (2.9) in our level truncation regularization. Namely,
T
C
of (2.26) does not satisfy the O(K
1












One might think that the troubles we have seen above are resolved once we nd an ideal T
which does satisfy (2.31). We shall see in the next section that, even if there is such T
satisfying (2.31), it leads to completely uninteresting results concerning the observables in
VSFT. Here we point out that (2.31) cannot completely x the matrix T . To see this, let us
move to the representation of matrices in the level number space where the odd indices are in
the upper/left block and the even ones in the lower/right block. Taking into account that T
is twist-even while K
1
is twist-odd (both are symmetric), T and K
1
in this representation



























































In the particular case that the size L of the regularized matrices is an odd integer, L = 2`+1,





` (` + 1) matrix and necessarily has a zero-mode. Eq. (2.34) implies that this zero-mode is
at the same time a zero-mode of T
oo
and hence the inverse 1=T does not exist.
3 Reexamining the tachyon wave function
In the previous section, we saw how the innitesimal violation of the basic equation (2.9)
leads to diÆculties of the equation of motion (2.1) in the sliver space. In this section we shall
examine the same kind of violation of the wave equation for the tachyon uctuation mode.
3.1 Tachyon wave function in the Fock space
The tachyon (in general a physical state) uctuation mode 
t
should satisfy the wave equation,


















is the BRST operator around the classical solution 	
c
which we expect to describe
a D25-brane. In this subsection, we shall recapitulate the construction of 
t
given in [2]. Like
in the case of the classical solution 	
c
, it is a non-trivial matter in which space the wave
equation (3.1) holds. As we shall see in the next subsection, the tachyon mode 
t
constructed





i = 0: (3.2)
However, there will arise subtle issues if we consider (3.1) in the sliver space.














is a normalization factor (which is irrelevant for (3.1) alone) and the state jS(T; t; p)i
is a p

-dependent deformation of the sliver state jS(T )i:












+ ip  x^

jS(T )i: (3.4)
The state jS(T; t; p)i depends on a vector t = (t
n
) which is C-even, Ct = t, since the tachyon
state is twist-even. Then the following formula holds for the -product of the sliver state and
the present tachyon mode:



















Q(T )jS(T ? T; T ? t; p)i; (3.5)
where the constant G(T; t) and a new vector T ? t are dened respectively by






















































































(2.13), the matrix T satises (2.9), and the vector t is a solution
to
T ? t = t: (3.9)
In [2], by adopting T = T
C
and freely using the non-linear relations among the matrices, the
following vector t
C
was taken as a solution to (3.9):
t
C











































from (A.7), and the
last approximate expression has been obtained by substituting the expansions (2.21), (2.22)
and (2.23) and keeping only the leading term with degree of singularity one. It has been








=  1 is obtained for t
C
































= ln 2: (3.11)
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3.2 Reexamination of the tachyon mode
Let us reexamine how precisely the equation determining t, eq. (3.9), is satised by t
C
(3.10)
in the level cut-o regularization. Using the formulas in appendix B, in particular, (B.6) and
(B.10), we can show that the degree of singularity one part of T ? t is given for a generic T
with the expansion (2.24) and a generic t with degree of singularity one by
1 + C
2




















































Taking T = T
C
(2.26), we see that the last expression of (3.10) satises neither (3.14) nor
(3.15), though of course they are satised if we are allowed to carry out naive calculations by
forgetting that the matrices are the regularized ones.
The violation of the degree of singularity one part of (3.9) observed above, does not inval-









However, let us consider whether a better choice of t is possible which fully satises
both (3.14) and (3.15). The degree one part of such an ideal t should be given by (3.14) for a
chosen T . In order for the second equation (3.15) to be consistent, T must satisfy (2.31),
which is the O(K
1
) part of (2.9). Therefore, an ideal t exists for an ideal T . Unfortunately,







= 1. This is seen as
follows. Keeping in G (3.6) only those terms with degree of singularity equal to three by the
help of the formulas (B.6) and (B.10), we obtain the following concise expression of G valid





















where the last term G
reg
with degree less three should be determined from the requirement
that the whole of the RHS of (3.16) vanishes by naive manipulations. Plugging (3.14) into
k
In order for (3.2) to hold for any Fock space state jFocki, u  (t T ?t) = 0 must hold for any normalizable
vector u. Since the degree of singularity of such u is at most one and hence the degree of the whole inner
product is at most two, naive manipulations are allowed for calculating this inner product to give zero. In this
sense, the violation of (3.9) found here is innitesimal.
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Therefore, we do not obtain physically sensible results if both the equations (2.9) and (3.9)
hold rigorously.

Let us return to generic T and t which do not necessarily satisfy (2.9) and (3.9). In
[2, 4, 18], the tachyon wave equation is implicitly considered in the Fock space. However,























being the uctuation wave function and the corresponding component eld
(dynamical variable) for the open string mode i (i = tachyon, massless vector, etc.), it is







if we can choose 
i


















can dier from that in the Fock space, (3.8). We shall see that this discrepancy is again due
to the innitesimal violations of (2.9) and (3.9).



















If we respect only (3.14) and take T = T
C




















































= 0:42 : : :





































=  1 is owing to an accidental choice of
the ordering of the matrices in t
C
(3.10) made in [2].
yy






jV i like in the evaluation of the three-tachyon coupling g
o
[2], we
obtain the same result without referring to T ? T nor T ? t. This way of calculation is essentially carried out
in sec. 4. The tachyon mass squared (4.5) obtained there agrees with (3.24) since we have 2W   V = 2H
[2, 4, 18].
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with A(T; t) dened by


















































(G +A) (T; t) + t
T















Therefore, if we take N
Sliver
c




, the tachyon mass












The expression (3.23) tells us that H, like G, vanishes for ideal T and t satisfying (2.9) and




) = 0. If the state S(T ?T; T ?





would vanish and the Fock space result (3.8) would be recovered. However, the dierence can
be non-vanishing since the innitesimal discrepancy between t and T ? t and that between T
and U  T ? T are amplied due to the singularity of (1   TU)
 1
at T = U =  1. Using




























































































































































































































! (4=3)R. Therefore, the tachyon mass determined from (3.19) is dierent
from that determined by (3.2). This is the phenomenon pointed out in [19] by the BCFT
argument.
4 Potential height problem: a no-go theorem




, the tachyon mass m
t
,





on the Fock space or on the sliver space. In this section, we shall reexamine the
potential height problem by adopting the sliver space strategy. The potential height problem
is the problem whether the energy density E
c
of the solution 	
c
is equal to the D25-brane
tension T
25
. This problem has been studied in the Fock space strategy in [2, 4, 19, 18] to













can be calculated rather kinematically without knowing the values of twist




is a physical quantity and hence does not depend on the
constant K multiplying the action (1.1), we shall put K = 1 in the rest of this section. Our












For the state S(T; t; p) (3.4) we have the following formula concerning the center-of-mass
momentum dependence:
S(T; t; p)  QS(T; t; p
0











































where A, B,V and W are constants depending on T and t, but their explicit expressions are
unnecessary here. As the classical solution 	
c




those given by (2.2) and (3.3), respectively (note that S(T ) = S(T; t; p = 0)). Then, the

















We ignore here the problem found in sec. 2.2 that there is no universal N
c
for which the inner
product of the equation of motion with any sliver space states vanishes.
The tachyon mass m
t


















































































There is no guarantee that the tachyon mass squared m
2
t
of (4.5) is equal to  1 despite that
we are adopting the convention of 
0
= 1. Postponing the remedy for this problem for the





The energy density E
c







































The D25-brane tension T
25




























































































However, this is not our nal answer for the ratio: we have to take into account the fact














by (2W   V)= ln 2. Since the ratio (4.10) is proportional to 
03
, this rescaling
eects multiplying (4.10) by ((2W  V)= ln 2)
3



























One might think that the above argument of rescaling 
0
is too abrupt. In appendix C,
we derive the same result as (4.11) by constructing via the dilatation transformation a new
solution 	
c
and a new wave function 
t











= 1 in the present framework. We have to nd a way to avoid the application of this
no-go theorem. One possibility is the one mentioned in sec. 1 that the string eld 	 of VSFT
is a constrained one with non-linear representation. If this is the case, the arguments in this
section do not apply since both the tachyon kinetic term and the three-tachyon coupling have
additional contributions due to non-linearity.
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. First are the linear


















































) as independent. Then, the following





















































B Derivation of (2.25)
In this appendix, we present a derivation of the formula (2.25). In the following calculation
we strictly keep the ordering of the matrices and never use the non-linear identities.
First, we shall calculate the action of (1   TM)
 1


















































+    : (B.2)
As was explained in [4], higher order terms in this expansion give less singular contributions.




































































Eq. (B.3) for 1=S is due to the formula of the inverse of a 22 matrix with matrix components










































































































) into the denition of T ? T , and using (B.6), we obtain an
expression of T ? T :










































Up to this point we have made no approximations at all. To obtain the expansion (2.25),


















Note that the O(K
2
1
) term of M
0
does not contribute to W

to the order given in (B.10). Eq.
(2.25) is immediately obtained by plugging these expansions into (B.9).




for two dierent T
i











up to factors and the quantity corresponding to
b







































'  1 + T
i






























































































































C Rederivation of (4.11) by dilatation transformation











=  1. In the following, the space-time dimension is denoted by d (= 26), and
we adopt the convention 
0
= 1.



































where we have used the mode expansion of the string coordinate X
































































and their actions on the eigenstates jpi of p^ are




Note that D is anti-hermitian, D
y
=  D. The three-string vertex with its matter part given






jV i = jV i; (C.5)





















Eq. (C.5) is derived by making integration by parts with respect to p
r
and using the following
identities of the Neumann coeÆcient matrices which, except (C.10), are equivalent to the



























































; (r : xed): (C.10)
The last identity (C.10) has been proved in [8].
Let us dene the dilatation transform of the state S(T; t; p) by
jS
()





where the momentum of jSi on the RHS is chosen to be e






g) jpi / je
 
pi. The dilatation parameter  will be xed later. Then,
corresponding to (4.1) and (4.2), we have
S
()
































































A; B ! e
 (d+)
B; V ! e
2
V; W ! e
2
W: (C.14)
We consider a new solution 	
()
c





















(T; t; p): (C.15)






































































(4.6) with the replacements (C.14). In
































for the present solution, which is (4.10) with the replacements (C.14), is




















This is nothing but our previous result (4.11).
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